**TRU-PRO** is an Amino Acid Nitrogen fortified with balanced natural biostimulant. Its purpose is for a foliar supplement to intensively managed turf grasses. The biological objective of turf grasses is to produce long chain proteins, but often the conditions under which turf grasses are grown preclude attainment of this objective. When long chain proteins are not produced naturally the turf becomes susceptible to attack from bath insects and disease pathogens. When these conditions exist the turf cannot rectify the long chain proteins shortfall by itself without input by the turf manager. Also, under these conditions not only cannot the turf rectify the shortfall, it has problems that must be addressed on an immediate basis. **TRU PRO** is comprised of Milk Whey proteins, proteins from the processing of milk chocolate and cheese as well as collagens from leather hydrolyzes. These components contain the full contingent of Amino Acid proteins expressed as nitrogen. **TRU PRO** can be the answer to many of the turf manager’s problems such as low turf performance due to low light intensity. It is also a desirable spray component under environmental conditions that favors plant disease development and even after the onset of disease. **TRU PRO** is beneficial on all types of turf under all types of conditions. Cool season turf under heat stress benefits from **TRU PRO**. **TRU PRO** is an excellent choice for spring regrowth after dormancy break and applications immediately prior to dormancy onset gives the turf durability for the dormant period.